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BSc (Hons) Healthcare Science (Physiological Sciences)

Cardiac Physiology

Respiratory & Sleep Physiology

Neurophysiology

BSc (Hons) Healthcare Science (Clinical Engineering)

Radiation Engineering

Medical Engineering

Renal Technology

Rehabilitation Engineering

Building on 

Best Practice 

for Public 

Sector Degree 

Apprenticeships

BSc (Hons) Healthcare Science (Medical Physics Technology)

Radiation Physics

Nuclear Medicine

Radiotherapy Physics
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Programme Lead

PS lead

CE lead

MP lead

PPI Lead

Healthcare 
Science 

Champion

Just over   
30 UWE 

academic 
staff 

contributing

Portfolio 
Lead & 

specialist 
leads

Pebblepad

T&L 
Technologist 

Team

Service 
users & 
student 

voice

NHS 
Partners
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Designed for staff to complete in post

All activities related to the degree provided in 

advance of each academic year

Blended-learning delivery – combining block 

release periods, and innovative online learning

BSc (Hons) Healthcare Science 

Building on Best 

Practice for 

Public Sector 

Degree 

Apprenticeships

Common first year modules with increasing 

specialisation in medical physics, physiological 

science or clinical engineering  as progress

Extensive student support beyond face to face 

contact e.g. webinars (which are all recorded), 

reflective blogs, email, 24/7 library live chat, live 

tutorials



Example: Interactive lectures
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power source

light bulb

Close switch

An electric circuit is composed of individual electronic 

components, such as:
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Example: Recorded lectures
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Example: Online quizzes
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Example: Blackboard Collaborate Webinar
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Example: Reflective blogs
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Public Patient Involvement is embedded in the program

• Communication sessions

• Patient experience 

sessions – the good, the 

bad and the ugly!

• Discussion groups

• Developing clinical skills

• Obtaining patient history 

– practical exam
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Simulated experiences

Patient and carer voices 

used in simulated 

environment

Combines clinical skills 

with patient centred 

care

Designed to be specific 

to pathway

Combined year 2/3 

teaching

Teamwork, Inter-

professional practice  & 

service user 

communication
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Conference days

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You will have your own bespoke treatment plan. Once the CT scan has been 
completed and checked over by a Clinical Oncologist, “behind the scenes” 
treatment planning can commence. 
 
All treatment accessories used during your CT scan can be confirmed. This 
includes moulded masks, which are used if you are having head and neck 
treatment. The masks are made of plastic and clip into the side of the 
treatment couch and keep your head in the same position. 

 

Once the CT images have been received by the 
doctors, they will draw around the tumors indicating 
which areas to give the highest dose to. The number 
of radiation beams required for your treatment can 
vary. 
Treatment planning staff in the planning department 
will adopt the images from the doctors and use up to 
date technology to individually plan your treatment. 
The time taken depends greatly on the complexity of 
the cancer. What the treatment planning staff are 
doing here is making during that maximum dose 
goes to the tumor and minimum dose goes to 
surrounding healthy tissue. However a slight margin 
is given around the tumor so that any cancer cells 
which may be present in neighboring cells are also 
targeted. 
Just to double check, when the prescription is 
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Once the CT images have been received by 
the doctors, they will draw around the 
tumours indicating which areas to give the 
highest dose. The number of radiation beams 
required for your treatment can vary. 
 
Treatment planning staff in the will adopt the 
images from the doctors and use up to date 
technology to individually plan your 
treatment. The time taken depends greatly on 
the complexity of the cancer. The treatment 
planning staff are making sure that maximum 
dose goes to the tumour and minimum dose 
goes to surrounding healthy tissue. However, 
a slight margin is given around the tumour so 
that any cancer cells which may be present in 
neighbouring cells are also targeted. 
 
When the prescription is received on the 
treatment machine, the radiographers 
perform an additional set of checks.  
 

Before planning of your treatment begins a Clinical 
Oncologist will explain the radiotherapy process to you. 
Any treatment options and any potential side effects will 
be discussed. During this stage is the best time to ask any 
questions you have about the course of treatment. 
If you are happy to go ahead with radiotherapy you will be 
asked to sign a consent form. 
 

The Clinical Oncologist will explain your radiotherapy treatment, mentioning 

these various point: 

The body part which will be treated 

The goal of the chosen treatment 

Which type of treatment has been chosen for you  

 

The benefits your body will receive 

Side effects which during or after 
 

The next stage is a CT (Computerised Tomography) scan. The scan will show the 
cancer as well as the surrounding structures. This is where your personalised 
treatment plan begins.  

The treatment area will be exposed during the scan. The radiographers will then 
put 1-4 pinhead sized tattoos on your skin. The tattoos are lined up with lasers 
in the treatment room for accurate positioning. Ancillary equipment might be 
used to support you in the correct position. 

The scanner is a donut shape, and once you are in 
position the radiographers move the couch up and 
through the scanner. It takes around 5 minutes 
and you can keep in contact with the 
radiographers via an intercom. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Treatment sessions take between 10-20 minutes. You will be positioned on 
the treatment couch in the same way as the CT scan you received. The couch 
itself then needs to be positioned to its precise requirements. 
 
It is a painless process. Most treatments take place Monday to Friday over a 
period of 5-8 weeks. Bringing along a family member or friend is encouraged 
to make sure you feel as comfortable as possible. 
 

Treatment & 
Post-Treatment 

Consultation 

CT Scanning 

Planning 

Treatment 

Post 
Treatment 

YOUR 

RADIOTHERAPY 

PATHWAY 

Radiotherapy uses high-energy x-rays to treat disease. It can be given both 
externally and internally. 
 
Your radiotherapy is performed externally. The treatment machine expels x-
rays in the shape of your tumour. This process allows the x-rays to specifically 
target the tumour whilst minimising dose to surrounding healthy tissue. 
 
Radiotherapy works by destroying the cancer cells. Cancer cells cannot repair 
themselves after radiotherapy, but normal cells usually can. 
 

After treatment you can focus on your 
recovery. Cancer can be life changing, so 
getting back to normal may take some time. 

After your treatment, you will have a follow-
up appointment to check your progress and to 
discuss any concerns or questions you have. 

You may find you can easily go back to the 
routine you had before cancer treatment. 
However, some people have lasting effects 
following cancer treatment. In this case, you 
may find it takes some time to adjust to a new 
routine. 

• Conference days –

combine inter-

professional practice 

with service user 

involvement

• Consider service user  

journey across a range of 

disciplines

• Embedded in 

assessment

• Service user involvement 

in design, impact and 

feedback of patient 

information leaflet
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Service user feedback – professional practice portfolio

Service user 

feedback on 

clinical skills 

DOPS (direct 

observation of 

practical skills)

‘Mystery shopper 

approach’ –

assessment with 

service user 

feedback on 

performance

http://grumpymarketingguy.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/mystery-shopper.png
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://leaderchat.org/2012/08/02/how-would-your-direct-reports-rate-you-as-a-leader/&ei=X9ZeVcqsPMGa7gblp4HYDQ&bvm=bv.93990622,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNEsr2341QITmzgbjiFm5uUpFyCOZA&ust=1432364940099676
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Provided online through Pebblepad

Professional Training Portfolio
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

2 DOPs 4 DOPs 4DOPs

1 CBD 1 CBD 2 CBDs

Competence 1 OCE 2 OCEs

Competence Competence

Competency based learning

• Range of assessment types

• Practical skills, interpretation

• Present and discuss 

interesting clinical scenarios

• Allows feedback and 

dialogue to guide student 

work and training

• Patient focus to training

Building on 

Best Practice 

for Public 

Sector Degree 

Apprenticeships
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Provided online through Pebblepad

PTP Portfolio

Embedded within taught year modules

• Principles in Healthcare Science (Year 1)

• Professional Aspects of Healthcare 

Science (Year 2)

• Professional Practice for Healthcare 

Science (Year 3)

Online material and guidance to students via block 

release sessions 

‘Train the trainer’ events

Building on Best 

Practice for 

Public Sector 

Degree 

Apprenticeships

Feedback – ‘drop in’ sessions



Feedback on the in post delivery model from NHS staff

on the programme

I think that we have 

kept good 

communications even 

with the distance, 

through Collaborate, 

email and blogs

It has been enjoyable, 

challenging and very 

rewarding and I have no 

hesitation recommending 

it to others 

I can genuinely say 

that I am 100% glad 

that I took up the 

opportunity to study at 

UWE 

The course has been run 

to an extremely high 

standard I believe the 

structure is easy to follow 

and to know where we all 

are/what we have to do
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Shortlisted for the 

The Academy for Healthcare Science award for 

innovation

in the 2017 Advancing Healthcare Awards

Further measures of in-post delivery success

Outstanding Student of the Year

RUH New Years Honours Awards 

Outstanding Apprentice of the Year: Health, 

Education & Care 

Bristol Post and Bath Chronicle Apprentice Awards

Building on Best 

Practice for 

Public Sector 

Degree 

Apprenticeships

Innovation in Representation Award

UWE Student Experience Awards
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Fully accredited programmes

Building on Best 

Practice for 

Public Sector 

Degree 

Apprenticeships
BSc. Healthcare Science (Physiological Sciences)

(NSHCS and RCCP accreditation)

BSc. Healthcare Science (Clinical Engineering)

(NSHCS accreditation, IPEM approved)

BSc. Healthcare Science (Medical Physics Technology)

(NSHCS accreditation and IPEM approved)
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Thank you!

Any Questions?


